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BACHELOR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION EXAMINATION, 2017

( 2nd Year, 4th Semester )

KINESIOLOGY AND BIOMECHANICS

PAPER - CC - 402

Time : Three hours Full Marks : 70

Answer three questions from the following.

Marks are indicated in the margin.

Group - A

Answer any three questions :

1. What do you mean by kinesiology and biomechanics ? Write

down the importance of Sports Biomechanics in enhancing

sport performance. Explain about the various planes and axes

with our body movements. 4+5+6=15

2. What is muscle ? Classify muscle with example. Write down

the muscles of quadriceps and hamstring. 2+6+7=15

3. Define motion. Explain various types of motion with the

example of suitable sports activities. Force = Mass X

Acceleration – Explain. 2+10+3=15

4. What is kinetics and kinematics ? Explain about the following

kinematic and kinetic parameters –

a) displacement, b) velocity, c) acceleration, d) angular

speed, e) momentum.
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5. Explain the laws of motion with suitable sport examples.

Write down the factors affecting projectile motion. 6+9=15

Group - B

6. Write short notes on any two of the following : (7.55 2=15)

a) Stability and Equilibrium

b) Muscle contractions

c) Body lever

d) Friction

Group - C

7. Answer any ten questions (put a tick against your answer) :

15 10=10

1. Study of  joints is called

a) Kinesiology b) Biology

c) Anthropometry d) Anthology

2. Gluteus maximus muscle is situated in :

a) Thigh b) Arms

c) Lower leg d) Hip
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3. Newton’s first law of motion is also known as :

a) Law of action and reaction ;

b) Law of  conservation of  energy ;

c) Law of  inertia

d) Law of  transfer of  training

4. Amphiarthrosis is :

a) Freely movable joint b) Slightly movable joint

c) Immovable joint d) Synovial joint

5. The movement called planter flexicon occurs only in the :

a) Knee b) Shoulder

c) Ankle d) Hip

6. Second phase of long Jump is :

a) Approach run b) Take off

c) Flight d) Landing

7. 1 newton force = Dyneforce ?

a) 105 Dyne force b) 107 Dyne force

c) 103 Dyne force d) None of  these

8. Mechanical advantage is more in

a) 1st class lever b) 2nd class lever

c) 3rd class lever d) None of  these
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9. Parabola is

a) The path of an object projected into the free air

b) Path of an object falling vertically down

c) Path of an object formed with air resistance

d) None of  these

10. Bending backward of the trunk is an example of  movement

in the plane of

a) Transverse b) Frontal

c) Sagittal d) None of these

11. For covering 400 m distance an athlete takes 1 minutes and

36 second then what was the speed of that athlete ?

a) 4.266 m/m b) 4.166 m/h

c) 4.166 m/s d) None of these

12. What is the magnitude of momentum of a cricket ball of mass

420g thrown at 20ms–1 ?

a) 8.1Ns b) 8.7Ns

c) 8.4Ns d) 7.9Ns
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